
Experience the taste of Steens® 
Raw New Zealand Manuka Honey

Raw Taste, 
Grainy Texture, 
Full Flavour.



We make the most delicious, nutrient rich, raw honey, 

by retaining all the natural aromas, flavours and 

textures, from one of the worlds most amazingly 

clever creatures - bees.

Steens® pure New Zealand Honey is loved worldwide for its raw 

taste, grainy texture, and full flavour. We use a unique process 

that keeps the honey at or below the natural temperature of the 

hive without filtering out the bee bread, pollen and other 100% 

natural goodies.

Our Manuka honey is tested for authenticity using strict NZ 

Government standards, and then certified for purity under the 

UMF and MGO testing standards.



There's a reason Steens® is such a delicious and 

unique experience. It's because it's really raw - no 

heat treating, no fine filtering, just 100% natural 

honey straight from the honeycomb into our jars and 

into your hands.
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This is 
definitely 

the real thing. I 
also like the grainy 
taste. It’s amazing 
the healing power 

this honey has. 
- UK

My nurse 
recommended Manuka 

honey to me post-op due 
to its healing properties. 
This brand is the best - 

my wounds have healed 
beautifully. 

- UK

I’ve done a lot of research 
on different types of 

Manuka Honey and this is 
some of the 

highest quality around. 
It has helped my 

immunity, and skin 
irritations and is my 

go-to when cold 
symptoms are coming on. 

– USA 

I got this for my 

auto-immune 

disorders. I used it 

twice today when  I 

got heartburn and it 

went away almost  

immediately!

-UK No more hayfever 

or colds. Works 

great at just half 

a teaspoon daily. 

I love it! 

- UK



natural wellness 

We know the value of living a healthy, values driven 

life that celebrates and nurtures the  natural world we 

live in.  

We believe in having the right tools to fuel body and 

mind in a positive way. 

We celebrate the naturally medicinal benefits of 

 ingredients that heal and nurture us -  enabling a 

fulfilling life of health, vitality and joy. 



raw taste, grainy texture

We  extract our honey in a way that provides a unique 

grainy  texture and raw flavour, and ensures the live 

nutrients remain rich and plentiful. In Steens® Raw 

honey you will find pollen and bee bread, the oldest 

source of protein known to man. 

Our honey temperature never ventures any higher 

than the cozy hive it’s created in, keeping all the 

delicious, nutritious bits in.



from comb to kitchen 

We are  involved in every step of the Steens® 

honey journey - from choosing the lushest land, 

to  ensuring our bees are kept healthy,  bottling 

from the source and ensuring it is delivered 

safely to your home, ready to enjoy. 

We do it all, from comb to kitchen.



trusted experts 

We know our craft, and have almost 40 years 

experience working with bees, Manuka, the New 

Zealand  elements, and natural health.

The same raw, unprocessed honey, that is enjoyed by 

the Steens® family, tested for its live properties and 

certified by the UMF® foundation makes it into our 

jars and into our customers’ homes. 



Paul & Sheryl Steens

Beekeepers and New Zealand nature lovers for  

almost 40 years.

It was Paul and Sheryl’s passion for bees and their endeavour for a 

healthy, sustainable lifestyle that was the beginning of Steens®. 

Living on New Zealand’s beautiful coastline the newlyweds were 

young and full of dreams. Bees captured their imagination, and they 

decided they wanted to gather their own raw honey. Soon after 

buying their first 3 beehives, they realised they had the potential for 

a company that could grow wings - literally millions of them. 

Paul and Sheryl focused on this incredible honey, and in 1998 Steens® 

became one of the founding beekeepers of the Active Manuka Honey 

Association - now known as the UMF association. 

Almost 40 years years later Paul and Sheryl still live by the same 

values, continuing to provide their treasured raw Manuka Honey in 

its purest form. Steens® is now sought after by thousands of natural 

health and wellness seekers around the world, and is still enjoyed by 

the Steens Family every day.



'We truly believe in the powerful nourishing 

properties of Manuka as part of a healthy, natural 

lifestyle for ourselves and for our family.

We know that natural is best, and we make sure that what we eat is 

as organic, fresh and nutritious as possible.

Our family celebrates together often, and we are so lucky to have 

an abundance of natural delicacies around us, to be able to share 

them as a family, and of course with our customers.

Most of the images you'll find on our social pages are taken at our 

property in the Papamoa Hills, in the beautiful Bay of Plenty, New 

Zealand, and they feature our family members and family homes. 

We welcome you as part of the extended Steens Family, and we 

sincerely hope you find the health and wellness you're searching 

for, from every jar of your Steens® Raw Manuka.' 

- Paul and Sheryl





Lush landscapes, 
passionate beekeepers.
The rugged landscapes of New Zealand provide some 

of the highest grade Raw honey in the world.

New Zealand Manuka has been 

tested and proven to contain 

remarkable natural properties 

- setting it apart from any 

other honey in the world. New 

Zealand’s stringent food safety 

measures, which have earned it 

global recognition as a trusted, 

leading supplier of quality 

products, combined with the UMF 

foundation's certifications of 

authenticity, our honey is highly 

valued and sought after.

Manuka has short harvest periods, 

and our beehives are often located 

in remote areas where bees forage 

and thrive, making Manuka a precious 

resource that we nurture and 

treasure.

Our beekeepers feel a deep 

responsibility to protect the natural 

integrity of our honey and the 

environment it comes from, and have 

an intrinsic understanding of our 

bees, our unique flora and fauna and 

the truly special health benefits they 

provide.

Every batch of Steens® Manuka is 

traceable back to the hive so you can 

see exactly where it has come from.



From the pollen of the Manuka flower - a native NZ 

shrub with powerful natural healing properties.

The ornate Manuka flower is a fickle 

beauty, only appearing for a short 

period of time during the summer 

months, and only if conditions 

are suitable. It blossoms on the 

Leptospermum Scoparium tree, 

which is indigenous to New Zealand. 

Highly prized because of its long 

lasting antibacterial, anti-fungal and 

natural healing properties, Manuka 

is proven to help accelerate wound 

healing, and is approved under the 

strict standards of the Food & Drug 

Association for this purpose.

Manuka
(pronounced: maa · nu · ka)

Treasured and respected in New 

Zealand, and in homes worldwide 

for use as a natural wellness booster, 

on a number of skin conditions and 

for faster healing of scratches and 

grazes.

Used in smoothies, on cereal, 

on toast or in tea, the immune 

boosting properties of Manuka are 

beneficial to anyone as an everyday 

supplement, with higher strengths 

eaten by the spoonful, or applied 

directly to the skin for a more 

targeted health and healing boost.



Use every day as a natural sweetener in baking, cooking and drinks.  

The added natural properties, with the natural inclusion of Manuka 

nectar in Steens® Anytime Range Manuka will add so much more 

than just sweetness to your daily wellness routine. 

Steens® Anytime Range multifloral honeys are perfect for keeping 

in the cupboard to use when you’re looking for a natural sweetener 

or sugar alternative. The benefits of Raw honey far outweigh 

any properties you will find in refined sugar so swapping sugar 

crystals for either Steens® Wildflower Honey or Steens® MGO 83+ 

Multifloral Manuka is an ideal step towards natural wellness

DOSE & USE

50+
MGO

wild
flower

85+
MGO

 120+
MGO

for natural WELLNESS

anytime range

General Wellbeing | Everyday Use

Sugar alternative | Cooking & Baking



Taken by the spoonful, or added to smoothies, oatmeal and 

porridge, cereal, toast or drizzled over fruit is the best way to enjoy 

this level of Manuka. Ensuring you don’t heat our Daily Range above 

40˙C  (104˙F) so the live properties of your honey stay active is key 

to absorbing maximum benefits from this range, so using it in its 

raw form is the best way to take this range. 

If you’re looking for a daily nutritional supplement to support 

your immune system and provide natural wellness with a raw, 

unpasteurised product straight from the beehive, try our daily 

range. UMF certified, packed and labelled in New Zealand, our 

UMF10+ and UMF15+ are our high grade Manuka options. 

10+
UMF

15+
UMF

for IMMUNITY support

daily range

Morning Supplement | Sore Throat

Immunity support | Hay fever

DOSE & USE



Take 1 generous teaspoon of Steens® 

Targeted Range UMF20+ Manuka 

every morning, and 1 teaspoon every 

night before sleep.

Also take throughout the day by 

the spoonful whenever needed, 

and always use as a refined sugar 

replacement, as refined sugar can 

cause inflammation in the gut.

Best consumed by the spoonful 

without dilution.

High grade Manuka can be used in 

place of an antiseptic cream. Apply a 

thin coating to a clean wound every 

morning and night. 

If your wound is somewhere that 

will easily be bumped or touched by 

clothing, cover with a cotton medical 

pad, using hypoallergenic medical 

tape to affix to your skin. 

Always seek advice from your doctor 

for any open wounds or infections.

Do you have specific wellness goals you’re hoping achieve? Our 

targeted range is recommended by medical doctors as part of a 

natural path to wellness. Used by Doctor Maggie Yu, MD to support 

the maintenance of auto immune diseases, and proven to give fast, 

effective results to skin wounds and infections, anything UMF20+ 

or higher is what Doctor Maggie recommend for supporting you on 

your journey to optimal health. The level of Manuka Properties in Our 

UMF20+ are three times higher than those found in our UMF10+. 

22+
UMF

20+
UMF

24+
UMF

 25+
UMF

for OPTIMAL support

targeted range

Support Gut Health and Digestion | Skin Support

 Sinus Support | Wounds and infections DOSE & USE - INTERNAL DOSE & USE - EXTERNAL



Holistic and functional physician

Dr. Maggie Yu, MD

Dr. Yu’s philosophy towards patient care is the same 

philosophy she chooses for her own health.

 “I believe in educating myself and my patients on many options 

for their health. I love the benefits of holistic health options and 

balance that with the latest in medical treatment. 

When you know the options, you can pick and choose to

 individualize and optimize your healthcare. I believe in finding 

root causes and treating the process that causes the problem so 

we don’t have to band-aid all the end results instead.

I recommend Steens® Targeted Range of ultra high strength Raw 

Manuka Honey for oral, digestive and skin health” 

- Dr. Maggie Yu, MD



The higher the UMF® or MGO number, the  higher 

the efficacy and purity of the Manuka Honey. 

Authentic NZ Manuka Honey is 

tested for five properties. 

MGO  Honey is ensured to have all 

five plus MGO. 

UMF®  Manuka has been certified 

as genuine  Manuka, as well as 

the presence of MGO and three 

further  properties, ensuring the 

highest efficacy  and  guaranteeing 

 authenticity as genuine New 

 Zealand  Manuka.

What do the 
numbers mean?

The UMF mark endorses 
that our honey exceeds NZ 

Government guidelines.

Only honey that has been certified 

by the NZ  government and tested 

to have NPA, Leptosperin and 

 Dihydroxyacetone can be given a 

UMF® badge.

NPA
Measures Manuka’s antibacterial properties. 
Increases over time.

LEPTOSPERIN
Used to determine that the honey comes from the Manuka pollen

DIHYDROXYACETONE (DHA)
Converts to MGO over time, enhancing the natural properties of Manuka

METHYLGLYOXAL (MGO)
An antibacterial property found only in Manuka honey

METHOXYACETPHENONE
This is one of the elements that provides Manuka honey 
with its aroma

METHOBENZOIC ACID
Inhibits oxidisation when Manuka comes into contact with air and warmth

HYDROXYPHENYLLACTIC ACID
This is one of the elements that provides Manuka honey with its aroma

PHENYLLACTIC ACID
An antimicrobial compound active against bacteria and fungi

MANUKA POLLEN
Collected on the bees knees, straight from the Manuka flower
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MGO MANUKA

NZ MANUKA

UMF MANUKA
monofloral



steenshoney.com

steensmanukahoneysteenshoney

#experiencesteens     #steensmanukahoney
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